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Draper engineers con�gure a device for detecting bioengineered organisms. Draper is under contract ... [+]  COURTESY,

DRAPER

Nothing before has drawn attention to the potential use of bioweapons like Covid-19. Almost as

soon as it came to our shores, speculation about its origins and whether they are natural or

manmade arose.

Investigations were launched in the national scientific and intelligence communities early last

year and in April 2020 the U.S. Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) declared

that “the Covid-19 virus was not manmade or genetically modified.”

The pandemic has also put the spotlight on the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects

Activity’s (IARPA) Finding Engineering-Linked Indicators (FELIX) program, an effort launched

in 2018 to develop tools that can detect the fingerprints of bioengineered organisms.

IARPA is the intel equivalent of DARPA (the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency), an

organization that tackles difficult challenges, furthers research and hands off technologies for

others to deploy.

Shortly following its global spread, FELIX program participants were asked to have a look at

Covid-19. One, MIT-Broad Foundry, analyzed the publicly available Covid-19 (SARS-CoV-2

genome) to test the possibility that the virus had been engineered.
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According to IARPA, “the FELIX tool determined that all regions of the SARS-CoV-2 genome

match naturally-occurring coronaviruses better than they match any other organisms, including

any other viruses.”

Last July, Professor Richard Ebright of the Waksman Institute of Microbiology at Rutgers

University affirmed the basic ODNI, Broad Foundry findings that Covid-19 shows no signs of

purposeful human manipulation. But he added that not turning up recognizable evidence isn’t a

guarantee.

“The absence of [engineering] signatures rules out the possibility the virus was engineered using

methods that leave signatures. However, the absence of signatures of manipulation does not rule

out the possibility the virus was engineered using widely employed - including at [the Wuhan

Institute of Virology] - methods that do not leave signatures.”

Commenting on the subject last August, Filippa Lentzos, a senior research fellow at King’s

College London focused on biosecurity, said that the intel community and Broad Foundry

findings may accurately reflect what current detection methods can spot.

“But that actually doesn’t rule out engineering,” she added. “It just means that the virus wasn’t

engineered in specific ways.

Going forward, the results produced by the biodetection tools in development under FELIX will

need to be cross-checked with broader intelligence information. Whether used to assess viruses

or any other potentially dangerous engineered micro-organisms, they form only part of the

puzzle of detecting bioweapons.

Known Unknowns

One of the most fundamental ways to determine whether an organism is naturally occurring or

artificial is to analyze the sequences of its constituent DNA/RNA. Changes in the order of DNA

sequences - the A/C/G/T nucleotides that make up a genome - can indicate human interference or

modification, often called “gene editing”.

The teams working on FELIX say they have taken approaches to detection that range from

memorization to expert knowledge to machine learning (ML) classification.

Memorization hinges on recognizing sequences, populating a database with them, and inferring

that DNA samples that depart from these are engineered. Databases of known natural DNA

sequences and databases of known properties or “signatures” in artificially engineered DNA

sequences are standard references.

Trained analysts use “expert knowledge”, experience, and a large body of information on the

characteristics of DNA sequences to create a set of general rules that distinguish engineered from

naturally occurring DNA sequences. Rules in-hand, they can program computational models to

yield if-then outcomes. These can be more easily interpreted and are broader in scope than

memorization.

Machine learning classification uses algorithms in computational models to compare variation

between similar DNA sequences with knowledge derived from the large body of data within

bioscience, essentially replacing trained analysts with algorithms. Comparing sequences and

variations via machine learning allows the models to say whether a specific sequence falls within

realm of known natural sequences or has properties that look more engineered.

The difficulty with these approaches, researchers acknowledge, is that they tend to rely either on

specific databases or a defined pool of bioscience knowledge to compare samples to and spot

anomalies.

If a DNA sequence falls outside these, the tools may spot it but cannot readily characterize it.

That makes it hard to divine whether an anomaly is artificial or simply previously unknown.

Even if these tools can reliably point to a sequence being artificial, they cannot determine

engineering intent (malfeasance) or attribution. As FELIX researchers point out, they haven’t

attempted to build such tools.

Human judgement remains a key factor in determining if organisms are manmade with a purpose

in mind.

Wet Tools & Computational Models

Smaller than a postage stamp, Draper’s custom miniaturized microarray can be equipped with up to ... [+]  COURTESY,

DRAPER

Cambridge, Massachusetts-based Draper is one of the FELIX participants. It is working on

developing what is loosely called a “wet tool.”

Draper’s detection tool, which looks like a microprocessor chip, seeks out engineered DNA

sequences. On the chip sits a microarray of surface probes, up to 10,000 of them. DNA from soil,

water or other samples is captured by bringing the probes on the surface of the array into contact

with the material.

Each probe is a little different, tuned to capture a specific engineered DNA sequence or marker

which researchers are targeting. Draper is currently using 200 different types of probes which

recognize specific sequences or engineering markers. Once the probes capture material from the

samples, Draper researchers run it through a DNA sequencer which reads the order of the

sequences collected.

It’s a challenge because a single soil or water sample may have a background of millions of

natural organisms. Picking out a modified organism by spotting an engineered DNA sequence is

like finding a needle in a haystack.

“If you sequence something that complex, you just don’t find the engineering signatures unless

they’re quite abundant in the sample,” says Kirsty McFarland, molecular microbiologist and

principal investigator on Draper’s FELIX program.

The problem is compounded by the fact that Draper has to actively target known engineering

sequences/signatures with its tool. In other words, researchers have to know what to look for.

“That limitation that we have is true,” McFarland acknowledges. “There has to be an element of

something known.... something to look for, some suspected thing.”

Recognizing the problem, Draper is working to develop complimentary analytic tools including

its own computational models and visual dashboard to convert lab data into actionable

intelligence.

Paring these with the microarray probes and sequencing yields a lab process that takes 24 to 48

hours to detect anomalies and interpret them. It’s an increasingly accurate process though it

doesn’t guarantee that the material being analyzed will yield hard insights.

“What it does mean,” McFarland says, “is that we can detect whether something has been moved

or modified. When you put that together with multiple engineering elements that you may also

find, you improve your confidence about whether something has been done intentionally or by

nature.”

Joshua Dunn is head of design at Boston-based bioanalytics firm, Ginkgo Bioworks. Ginkgo’s

team is developing a FELIX detection tool which uses the machine learning approach noted

above. The team’s tool takes a sample DNA sequence, sends it though a long-read sequencer, and

then runs the data through four different computational models.

Boston-based Ginkgo Bioworks takes a machine learning approach to engineered bio-organism detection, ... [+]  KRIS

CHENG FOR GINKGO BIOWORKS

Each model looks at different properties of a sequence like changes in the frequency of usage of

the four nucleotides in a genome. Some organisms use G and C more heavily (up to 80%) while

others less (20%). Changes in these frequencies can be used as signatures that identify the

organism of origin for a given subsequence of DNA.

“If you see big changes in the statistics,” Dunn says, “it can indicate that the sequence you are

examining is composed of sequences deriving from separate organisms. It can also provide clues

as to what those organisms are.”

A fifth model integrates the judgments of the prior quartet and spits out a final answer on the

sequence - natural or engineered.

One of the advantages of Ginkgo’s approach is that it doesn’t need to target specific sequences

for detection. Dunn says it’s more of a data processing exercise, detecting whether multiple

sequences have properties that indicate some form of engineering.

“We can look at a broader array of things and make judgments about things we haven’t seen

before.”

Despite the ability of Ginkgo’s tool to pour through data, interpretation remains crucial. For

instance, it may be possible to manipulate DNA by changing or accelerating the natural process

of mutation, cloaking changes against a natural background.

“In some cases we can make strong inferences about that,” Dunn says. “In other cases we can’t.”

Remembering the computational cliche’ “junk-in, junk-out” there remains the problem of

intentional red herrings in bio-engineering. If an adversary can make you look here while it does

something else over there, it may succeed in sneaking an exploit through or simply tying up

resources.

Dunn acknowledges that improving false-positive or erroneous-lead discrimination is necessary

but points out that despite their limitations, FELIX tools have made progress.

“When we started on this program, we actually didn’t think [detection] was possible. Now, I

believe it is possible. I think all the participants do.”

That said, multiple sources of information (intelligence, signals, other context) are needed to

effectively classify bio-engineered organisms. Even this approach is imperfect.

“These tools aren’t fully automated systems that tell you everything about a sample,” Dunn

explains. “They amplify signals that analysts should look at. They label obviously natural DNA

or obviously engineered DNA better than a human could and bring them to human attention.”

“Except in a handful of trivial cases, attribution is something we have not approached and I don’t

think the field is completely ready to yet.”

Follow me on Twitter. 

Eric Tegler
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The 7 Best Countertop Compost Bins

Feb 2, 2021, 03:31pm EST
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From your morning coffee and eggs, to the veggie stir fry you had for dinner, you likely generate

a fair amount of kitchen scraps, peels, and grounds over the course of a day. Composting helps

divert that food waste from the landfill, and creates nutrient-rich soil perfect for growing more

produce. Maybe you’re lucky enough to live in a city that provides municipal compost pick up,

or have your own backyard composter. Or perhaps you haul your scraps once a week to a

community garden or the farmer’s market. Either way, having a kitchen compost bin gives you a

convenient place to store those scraps until it's time to compost. 

AMAZON

The seven bins below differ in size and material. But they all combine functionality, beautiful

design (especially for when you’re storing the bin on your countertop!), and odor-repelling

features like airflow and filters. Whether you have a tiny kitchen and need a bin to match, or

your daily food scraps rival those of a restaurant kitchen, there’s a bin for that. Find the one

that’s right for your composting style!
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Best Bamboo Compost Bin

Bamboozle Portable Compost Bin

AMAZON

Bamboozle Portable Compost Bin

$39 $50 SAVE $11 (22%)

BUY FROM AMAZON

This compost bin is made out of biodegradable bamboo fibers, making the bin as sustainable as

the composting it enables. It is also durable and machine washable, save for the replaceable

carbon filter that sits in the lid. 

Best Stainless Steel Compost Bin

Epica Stainless Steel Compost Bin

AMAZON

Epica Stainless Steel Compost Bin

$21

BUY FROM AMAZON

This classic compost bin is constructed from rust-resistant, non-toxic steel. It holds 1.3 gallons of

food scraps, and has an airtight lid fit with a charcoal filter to trap in odors. When it comes time

to clean, the filter can be hand-washed along with the bin and reused for up to 6 months.

Best Small Capacity Compost Bin

Norpro Ceramic Floral Compost Keeper 

AMAZON

Norpro Ceramic Floral Compost Keeper

$29 - $42

BUY FROM AMAZON

Apartment dwellers and anyone with a petite kitchen will appreciate this elegant, functional

compost bin. It holds up to 3 quarts of food scraps, while taking up a minimal amount of

precious counter space. After transferring your scraps to the compost pile, the ceramic surface

easily washes clean. Meanwhile, the replaceable charcoal filter in the lid keeps odors at bay for

more than 6 months.

Best Large Capacity Compost Bin

Exaco Eco 2.4 Gallon Kitchen Compost Collector

AMAZON

Exaco Eco 2.4 Gallon Kitchen Compost Collector

$16 - $42

BUY FROM AMAZON

If the food scraps left at the end of your dinner prep resemble an episode of Top Chef, Exaco’s

compost bin is here for you. The bin is large enough to hold 2.4 gallons of kale stems and citrus

peels (that’s double the size of most compost collectors), but still small enough to fit under your

kitchen sink. The snap shut lid and large carbon filter eliminates potential odor or pest issues.

Best Stylish Compost Bin

Mason Cash In the Forest Kitchen Composter

WAYFAIR

Mason Cash In the Forest Kitchen Composter

$29 $38 SAVE $9 (24%)

BUY FROM WAYFAIR

Embossed with a folk tale-inspired forest tableau, this white and green compost collector is a joy

to keep on the countertop. It is also a workhorse, holding up to a half gallon of kitchen scraps,

and outfitted with an easy-to-clean, removable liner and 2 odor-fighting carbon filters. 

Best Compost Bin For The Freezer

Full Circle Scrap Happy Freezer Compost Bin

AMAZON

Full Circle Scrap Happy Freezer Compost Bin

$14 - $29

BUY FROM AMAZON

Free up counter space with this mess-free bin that easily pops in and out of your freezer door.

While cooking, the bin’s wire rim attaches securely to a cabinet door, allowing you to transfer

scraps directly from countertop cutting board to bucket. Once in the freezer, the bin keeps scraps

icy cold (and completely odor and pest-free) until it’s compost time.

Best Recycled Materials Compost Bin

Full Circle Fresh Air Kitchen Compost Bin

AMAZON

Full Circle Fresh Air Kitchen Compost Bin

$26 $29 SAVE $3 (10%)

BUY FROM AMAZON

Up your sustainable ante by using a compost bin constructed from recycled materials. Full

Circle’s 1.5 gallon capacity composter is made from recycled plastic and partially recycled steel.

It is also simple to clean and designed to let oxygen flow through, which greatly reduces odors

and pests.

Leah Koenig

Best Bamboo Compost Bin: Bamboozle Portable Compost Bin 

Best Stainless Steel Compost Bin: Epica Stainless Steel Compost Bin

Best Small Capacity Compost Bin: Norpro Ceramic Floral Compost Keeper 

Best Large Capacity Compost Bin: Exaco Eco 2.4 Gallon Kitchen Compost Collector

Best Stylish Compost Bin: Mason Cash In the Forest Kitchen Composter

Best Compost Bin For The Freezer: Full Circle Scrap Happy Freezer Compost Bin

Best Recycled Materials Compost Bin: Full Circle Fresh Air Kitchen Compost Bin
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American B-1 Bombers Are En Route

To Norway To Bother The Russians

EDITORS' PICK | Feb 2, 2021, 05:30pm EST | 132 views

David Axe Forbes Staff

A B-1B Lancer departs Eielson Air Force Base, Alaska on the it way to the Arctic Circle on Sept. 24, ... [+]  U.S. AIR FORCE

PHOTO BY SENIOR MASTER SGT. TED DAIGLE

The U.S. Air Force is sending four B-1s and 200 airmen to Norway in coming weeks, in a first-

of-its-kind deployment for the huge, swing-wing bombers.

The B-1s from Dyess Air Force Base in Texas will fly from Orland, an airfield in central Norway

that also hosts Norwegian air force F-35 stealth fighters.

Expect the bombers and fighters to spend several weeks training together alongside ships, planes

and ground forces from across NATO, in particular the alliance’s northern members.

"Operational readiness and our ability to support allies and partners and respond with speed is

critical to combined success," said Gen. Jeff Harrigian, U.S. Air Forces in Europe and Africa

commander.

The cold-weather B-1 jaunt is a follow-up of sorts to last fall’s epic deployment of Air Force B-

52s to the United Kingdom. Those bombers ranged all over Europe, training with allied fighters

and luring Russian forces into intelligence-gathering traps.

The point of the coming B-1 mission is clear. “This seems to be a concerted effort to back up our

allies, and to begin applying pressure to the Russians in a manner they understand,” said Jerry

Hendrix, a military expert and author of To Provide and Maintain a Navy.

Northern Europe long has been a bomber playground—for the Russians, especially. Tu-95, Tu-

22M and Tu-160 bombers routinely train over northern waters and probe NATO and Swedish air

space.

The ultra-long-range Tu-160s have flown through the North Atlantic on a circuitous route to the

Middle East for strikes on rebel targets in Syria.
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There’s a language to these operations. Bombers don’t just bomb. They signal. That is, they

communicate intent and, in that way, wield influence without lobbing a single munition.

The Russians “have been flying their bombers into the North Atlantic and around the United

Kingdom, and this suggests that we are demonstrating that two can play at that game,” Hendrix

said of the B-1 deployment.

Norway is one of NATO’s gateways to the vitally important North Sea and Arctic Ocean. The

stretch of ocean straddling Greenland, Iceland and the United Kingdom—the so-called “GIUK

Gap”—forms a potential barrier to Russian submarines and surface warships attempting to

access the open ocean.

It’s for this reason that, in the 1980s, the air and sea surrounding Norway were the venues for

huge NATO war games. Hendrix credited those exercises for signaling NATO’s resolve during

the final, desperate years of the Soviet Union.

A generation later, the alliance is mobilizing against a resurgent Russia. The B-1 deployment is

one of America’s contributions to that campaign, Hendrix said. “We may be not-too-subtly

telling [Russian President Vladimir] Putin, ‘You want to play this game again? You know how it

turned out for you the last time.’”

The B-1s could focus on their new maritime mission. Late in its nearly 40-year career, the

roughly 45-strong B-1 force is getting new Long-Range Anti-Ship Missiles and adopting new

tactics for striking ships at sea.

A single B-1 can pack as many as 24 of the stealthy, 300-mile-range LRASMs. A flight of

several B-1s thus could deliver roughly the same anti-ship firepower as an entire U.S. Navy

carrier air wing. And the type’s long range—thousands of miles between refuelings—gives it

freedom of maneuver over the vast Atlantic Ocean.

Missile-armed B-1s could pose a serious threat to Russia’s Northern Fleet. In staging the

bombers from Norway, the United States obviously intends to make that threat perfectly clear.

“Bottom line is that this movement will get Putin's undivided attention,” Hendrix said.

Follow me on Twitter. Check out my website or some of my other work here. Send me a

secure tip. 

David Axe

I'm a journalist, author and �lmmaker based in Columbia, South Carolina.
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Robot Tanks Are Awesome. But Are

They Too Expensive To Risk In

Combat?
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VILLEPINTE, FRANCE - JUNE 10: Demonstration of an intervention of an autonomous tank, Milrem ... [+]  GETTY IMAGES

Robots are supposed to spare humans from the 3 D’s: dull, dirty and dangerous.

But it is the “dangerous” part that is the most emotive reason for the coming wave of robot tanks.

Since mechanized warfare began in World War I, nations have sought to send machines instead

of flesh into harm’s way. But machines are expensive: a manned M-1 Abrams costs $6 million,

and an F-35 fighter almost $100 million.

Hence the attraction of unmanned combat robots that cost less and spare the lives of friendly

soldiers. Estonian manufacturer Milrem’s THeMIS, a 2-ton, remote-controlled unmanned ground

vehicle (UGV), can be armed with anti-tank missile or a 30-millimeter cannon. Russia has tested

its Uran-9 robot tank in Syria – with mixed results – while the U.S. Army envisions an entire

family of robot tanks.

But a wargame conducted by a U.S. thinktank raises a troubling question: what if the robots

themselves are too precious to lose?

RAND Corp. used a tabletop tactical-level wargame to examine how human commanders would

use robot tanks – also known as Robotic Combat Vehicles, or RCVs – in battle. In particular, the

wargame delved into a potential generational shift: one scenario assumed a Blue (friendly) force

equipped with  robot vehicles, which are remotely controlled by human operators. A second

scenario, set in the 2030s, assumed fully autonomous AI-controlled RCVs. The enemy (Red)

forces in both scenarios were equipped with conventional armored vehicles.

One key – if not unsurprising – finding – was that players treated the robots as expendable bait.

“According to player comments, it appeared that the RCVs, whether RO [remotely operated] or

completely autonomous, were used as bait because doing so did not put soldiers at risk,” the

study noted. “Moreover, loss of the RCVs seemed, at least initially, to not cause Blue substantial

regret, because the RCVs' offensive capabilities...were limited compared with those of other

vehicles.”

At first glance, that’s what robots are for. For example, the whole concept of swarm drones is

predicated on cheap unmanned aircraft whose loss is no great loss. The robots that foot soldiers

now carry in their backpacks are meant to be expended like bullets. But a 30-ton robot tank,

equipped with cannon and armored plate, that the U.S. Army is developing? Even if the mini-

tank is cheaper than a real M-1 Abrams, it’s still too expensive to be considered expendable.
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“Whether RCVs would be viewed and employed consistently by players as essentially

disposable could and should be examined in future games, including for situations in which the

players are informed at the outset that the cost to replace the RCVs is high and their inventory is

limited, or for situations in which there is a need for an RCV-equipped force to conduct multiple

engagements in sequence without reinforcement,” RAND said.

“If they knew that they could run out of robots they might be more judicious about how they

took risk with them, although given a choice between exposing a human-crewed vehicle or a

robot to significant risk, they still might choose the robot, even if that might cause them to run

out of them before a battle or campaign was over,” Danielle C. Tarraf, a RAND scientist who co-

authored the study, told Forbes.

The RAND wargame also pointed to another vulnerability, or at least for robots remotely

controlled by human operators in armored vehicles. Knock out the control vehicles effectively

disables the RCV. This suggests that armies will need backup control vehicles or risk their

remote-controlled tanks becoming immobilized.

The combat robot revolution is coming. But robot tanks may be too expensive to be used as

cannon fodder.

Flying Periscopes? U.S. Submarines Can Now Launch Recon Drones

India Wants To Arm Its Drones With Laser-Guided Missiles Against China

Follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn. 

Michael Peck
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